AC2000-Manage AP under Cloud Mode
Ⅰ. Application
Have centralized management on network equipments (cloud Aps) when they are set
in different places.

Ⅱ. Topology
2 SE3100, 1 AC2000, 1 G3224P, 1 AP355

SE3100(1)

Wan0:192.168.1.1
Gateway:192.168.1.2

Wan0:192.168.1.2
Gateway:192.168.1.1

Lan 0:192.168.10.254/24

SE3100(2)

Lan 0:192.168.0.252/24

G3224P
IP:192.168.10.1/24
Gateway:192.168.10.254
AC2000

AP355

Ⅲ. Configuration Steps
1. Connect all equipments as topology shows.
2. Two SE3100 are used to stimulate the equipment connected to internet.
3. Configure IP address of AC2000 as 192.168.10.1/24, configure the gateway of
AC2000 as 192.168.10.254.

Setup the system mode of AC2000 as Cloud AC, Manage Port: 8888, Firmware Upgrade
Port: 8899. Manage port and Firmware Upgrade port can be replaced by others, but the
port number should configure the same in cloud AC and cloud AP.

4. The configurations of SE3100(1):
Wan0: 192.168.1/24;
Gateway: 192.168.1.2;
Lan IP: 192.168.10.254/24.
The connection status shows: Disconnected

The IP address of AC2000 should be bond to the Wan0 of SE3100(1).(we use the DMZ as
the instance.)

5. The configuration of SE3100(2):
Wan IP address: 192.168.1.2/24;
Gateway: 192.168.1.1;
This time, these two SE3100 will be connected, and the connection status shows:
Connected.
Configure Lan IP address as 192.168.0.252/24.

6. Edit the deployment of AP355 as Cloud, type in the Wan IP address or domain name
which is binding Cloud AC address. Configure the cloud AC manage port as 8888 and
upgrade port as 8899. Manage port and Firmware Upgrade port can be replaced by
others, but the port number should configure the same in cloud AC and cloud AP.

Make sure the gateway of AP355 should be configured as one of SE3100(2)’s Lan IP
address.

7. Check whether AP355 can be managed by AC2000 through ‘public network’.

Ⅳ. Trouble Shooting
1. Make sure the network does work: use the built-in tool to check the network.

2. The firmware version of AC2000 and AP355 should be compatible with each other.

3. Login to the website “canyouseeme.org”, check whether port 8888 and port 8899
opened. If neither these two ports work, change another port number, and the port
number should configure the same in AC and AP.
4. The IP address of SE3100’wan port should be public IP in real situation.

